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Princess Noire: the tumultuous reign of Nina Simone / Nadine Cohodas 782.42164 Sim

Something sensational to read on the train: the diary of a lifetime / Gyles Brandreth 791.45092 Bra

Dangerously funny: the uncensored story of The Smothers Brothers Comedy Hour / David Bianculli 791.4572 Smo

Résistance: a woman's journal of struggle and defiance in occupied France / Agnès Humbert 940.5344 Hum

I shall not hate: a Gaza doctor's journey / Izzeldin Abuelaish 956.94054 Abu

Dumbfounded: a memoir / Matt Rothschild 974.71 Rot

Sophia Tolstoy: a biography / Alexandra Popoff 891.73092 Tol

The bag lady papers: the priceless experience of losing it all / Alexandra Penney 364.163092 Pen

Growing up Jung: coming of age as the son of two shrinks / Micah Toub 070.92 Tou

The long trail: my life in the West / Ian Tyson; with Jeremy Klaszus 782.421642 Tys

The pioneer woman cooks: recipes from an accidental country girl / Ree Drummond 641.5979 Dru

A homemade life: stories and recipes from my kitchen table / Molly Wizenberg; illustrations by Camilla Engman 641.5092 Wiz

Just kids / Patti Smith 782.42166 Smi

The legend of Colton H. Bryant / Alexandra Fuller 978.7092 Bry

Zeitoun / Dave Eggers 976.335 Zei

A mountain of crumbs: a memoir / Elena Gorokhova 947.21085 Gor

The eaves of heaven: a life in three wars / Andrew X. Pham 959.704 Pha

Sunray: the death and life of Captain Nichola Goddard / Valerie Fortney 958.1047 God

A nurse's story: life, death and in-between in an intensive care unit / Tilda Shalof 610.73092 Sha

C'mon Papa: dispatches from a dad in the dark / Ryan Knighton 617.7309 Kni